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40th Anniversary Grille & Name badges

Santa’s Coming!

In this Issue:
President, and Secretary reports. 40th Anniversary badges for sale, Outing updates and
events, Registrations due,
MTFCV web page address: www.mtfcv.com

Please note submissions to June Edition of TTorque to be received by the Editor
no later than 30th May
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Presidents Report
Greetings to all,
We find ourselves in a strange place at this time. I hope that all our T Model people are
doing well in lockdown.
It looks like things that were will no longer be the same again. Business closures & slow
trade , job losses have wreaked havoc in our communities.
The postponement or cancellation of our club activities is a pain as we are advised not to
drive our cars for entertainment.
I suppose it give some of us time to finish the restoration or maintenance work we needed
to do.
It is a shame that this Virus has stopped our 40th year celebration events we have planned.
Luckily we can run them when we get the all clear from the health authorities.
If you have some ideas of day runs, or weekend events please let your committee
members know.
We need interesting articles to help fill up T Torque as we have no activities to report on
your assistance is appreciated.
If you have permit renewals you can send them to any of our safety officers with a self
addressed envelope & they will sign & return mail them to you.
Postal clearance is a monthly event while our present circumstances continue.
If you need to contact the Club urgently by mail send it to the President`s home address
until things normalize.
Looking forward to Cup weekend the Bairnsdale car club has organized a great visit for
us.
At this time we cannot confirm until the Health authorities give Victoria the go ahead.
I will make sure all are informed in time to book accommodation in time.
Don`t forget if you would like
to help administer the Club on
Committee let us know all help
is welcome.
If you have a new technical or
restoration trick why not share it
with the Members in TTorque .
Hope all is good with everyone.
Bye for now,
"Stay Healthy & See You Over
The Running Board"
Dave & Chez
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Help our club celebrate our
40th Anniversary, get your
Grille & Name badges,
order yours today!!
Details next page.
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40th Anniversary Grille & Lapel Badges
Available to purchase (see page 3 ).
Grille & Lapel badge are designed as a stop/tail lamp.
Red, Yellow & Green in colour. Black background with Silver etching & writing.

PRICE
Grille Badge

$35 & $5 postage

Lapel Badge

$10 & $2.50 postage

Purchase both & save on postage.

PAYMENT
Direct Deposit – MTFCV Bank Account (listed on back page magazine) add your name please.
Direct via Bank – Please add name to transfer to ensure treasurer knows whose payment received.
Chq/Money Order – Can be sent direct to: - Cheryl Weatherhead, 235 Bald Hill Rd, Pakenham. 3810

DELIVERY
Contact Cheryl via Email or Phone to order –
Email: dweatherhead @bigpond.com
Phone: 03 59 412035
Badges can be held & picked up when T meetings resume.

NAME BADGES
Members that ordered Name Badges have arrived at a cost of $10 & 2.50 to post.
BAGOT Connor, Declan, Jacinta
ENGLISH Terese
FORD Laurie
GREENWOOD Tops

PERRY Bryan
These can be sent out with Grille badge etc. if purchased. Contact: Cheryl Weatherhead
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Ararat 40th Anniversary Rally Sunday Drive.
An impressive group of around 16 T’s assembled at the Caravan Park for the Sunday morning start. One uncooperative T delayed
the start for a bit, but all members present were determined to get it sorted before we all headed off for the days run.
The rural secondary roads surrounding Ararat are perfect for T Touring as they are very scenic and not very busy .
First stop for the day was the small town of Landsborough. We happened along this place on its biggest day for the year, the Garage sale day. All the locals band together and produce a map of all the local garages which are open to sell their wares. The Model
T Club made the communities day as we rolled in to town and promptly cleaned out all the bacon and egg rolls from the BBQ stall
as well as the junk stall at the town hall! At some point in its life, Landsborough was a thriving country town with a Pub, Bakery ,General Store and a Mechanic. All the buildings now mostly empty.
From Landsborough we continued on to another small town of Moonambell. This place, being located on a more major connecting
highway benefits from the passing traffic so the bakery and pub are still action. Rally participants settled in around the bakery area
and enjoyed the best pies the region has to offer. The antique shop was descended on and a few items found new homes with
members, including a 26/27 wire wheel for the bargain price of $25.
We moved on from there to Avoca. My brother used to be a shearer and drover in the Avoca region and spent a lot of time there
35 years ago. Back then the town was a thriving rural community where the district really did ride on the sheeps back. My brother
was part of a droving crew that moved a mob of 5000 sheep down the main street into the ‘long paddock’ on the roadsides in the
search of better feed during a drought. Clearly no longer in thriving times, tourism instead seems to be the main source of visitors
to the region. Wineries and Wind Farms have replaced the sheep. I thought it was sad to see a lot of the main street building like
the old banks no longer in use. The 2 Pubs in the town are still quite functional and members took the opportunity to grab an afternoon coffee or beer !
The late afternoon run returned to Ararat via Ampitheatre and Elmhurst. The wind farms dotting the both sides of the hills and the
numerous rail line crossing made for a very scenic and interesting drive home. Many chose a stop over at the Elmhurst Pub. An
old pub filled with a very eclectic display of ‘stuff’ hanging from everywhere for decorations. The publicans were very entertaining with a few good yarns to listen to. One T finished its run here with rather distressing broken crankshaft kind of noises from
within. A lift back to Ararat and a trailer home was quickly sorted. Hopefully it will be back on the road for the next club weekend.
Dinner was enjoyed by all at the Ararat RL Bistro. Thankyous and speeches were completed back at the caravan park BBQ area.
Thanks to Haddons and Baulches for organising and hosting the weekend and also the Frank and Kerri Van Ekeran for loaning
their delightful 1924 Coupe to us to use.
Happy 40th anniversary MTFCV Warwick & Paula Landy

Happy hour
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March Long Weekend 40th Anniversary Rally –Ghost Tour report
When the itinerary for the Ararat rally came out we thought the Ghost Tour of the Ararat Jail looked like an interesting activity to
be part of. When we eventually got around to booking there was only one spot left on the tour so Paula booked in to attend by
herself, but in the hope I might get in on a cancellation? It was not to be so I settled in for a few nice glasses of red in the caravan
park BBQ shelter with members. A few minutes before Paula was due to leave for the tour, Graham Haddon arrived to say Maree
was not feeling well and I could take her place on the Tour. Was it just coincidence or was something more at play? Anyway, with
a few glasses of local red from the winery earlier in the days touring I was ready and primed to take on any ghosts that may appear.
A convoy of T’s arrived at the old Prison and we were welcomed by the tour guide. The tour was shared with others in the group
which included some very passionate ghost hunters who were keen for some spiritual action. I think the T club members were
keener on the history and the architecture! A few times during the tour we were cautioned for not being quiet enough and scaring
away the ghosts. I thought I was supposed to be scared of them?
The tour starts in a Museum room where there are large display cases of various ‘equipment and implements’ used to deal with
handling the criminally insane. A short movie showing some of the history of the building and some of its more notorious inmates
sets the scene for the tour. The group is schooled in how to handle some electronic ghost detecting gadgetry as well as some more
old school methods including ghost divining rods! I thought they were used for finding water but apparently are good ghost hunters as well. You learn something new every day, they say.
The tour ad states the following-You will see the place where murderers breathed their last. You will see where their bodies are
buried in unconsecrated ground, supposedly in unmarked graves. You might hear the story of the notorious Garry Webb or of Bill
Wallace who lived here for over sixty years and died in his 108th year. You might hear how the Chapel was built due to the efforts of William Watson Carr. You might hear of escapes or suicides or of twelve year olds incarcerated here. Plenty of Ghost
scope here! What a great Saturdays nights entertainment.
A full tour of the grounds and buildings including hospitals various types of cells and recreational areas gave a real insight in to
the lives of the’ characters’ who were incarcerated there. As we stood around in the darkness, in the moonlight and the cold some
claimed divining rods moved, led lights on the electronic spirit detectors illuminated and some genuinely felt the presence of spirits around. However, the ghosts must have sensed my scepticism and stayed well away from Paula and myself. Once again, the
MTFCV has provided another unique experience that we may not have otherwise taken part in. The only ghost on this tour was
me at the end, as I was a dead man walking after a day’s touring in the T’s and then a 3 hour ghost tour!
Warwick & Paula Landy
-

Ghosty T’s outside the prison
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3 of Geelongs finest at Moonambell—Entrance to Amphitheatre -A refreshing drink at Elmhurst pub.
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Rust Removal Trick
Hello,
I thought I might share a rust removal method with you all.
This has been very successful & cheap to achieve with great results.
I now use it on all component of mine that need de-rusting , particularly engine blocks & cylinder head water jackets.
It is safe to use with all metals I have encountered so far including Magnesium & Titanium.
Glass, plastics & rubber are unaffected as well.
The ingredient's you need are Citric Acid powder available at supermarkets or for larger quantities at Chemical suppliers
The mixture strength I have been using is 100g of Citric acid to 1 litre of water .
I have cut the tops out of plastic 205, 60 & 20 litre drums plus other smaller containers needed.
I use a 205 litre drum for V8 blocks & diffs ,T flywheels etc.
A 60 litre drum will fit a T block , head & transmission parts.
Carbys & small parts use a big ice cream container.
I mix the citric acid in hot water to avoid clumps etc.
Fill the drum & record how much water added & calculate the amount of acid to use.
Add a dash of detergent (bars bugs,ct18 or dish liquid) to alter water surface tension.
Give the pot a stir the mix properly & add your rusty treasures.
I also use a fish tank heater set at 24 degrees to speed up the process. It works very well without heat as well.
Panels can be done with creative use of shower rose & pump or wrap in plastic.
Leave parts in for 12-24 hrs, You will notice the solution has tiny bubbles rising as the solution works.
This method also loosen rusty bolt threads, hinges etc.
Use a pressure washer on the parts once removed . If no pressure washer use highest pressure available with your hose.
Dry parts off quickly it doesn't`t flash rust straight away but will if left too long.
I use BiCarb soda to neutralize the process at approx. 2 tablespoons per litre of water. I use a spray bottle on surfaces.
In the water jackets I block off drain holes & fill the jackets up. Mainly because of heavier rust in those areas.
Save the Bicarb solution to clean crusty battery terminals etc.
Parts will not usually re-rust if kept dry & out of condensation etc.
The metal comes out a dark grey & the citric solution goes black after a time. Then it`s time to tip it out & remix a new brew.
The citric acid mixture doesn't`t harm your hands or skin but gloves are recommended.
I have noticed it will find any cuts you may not know about & let you know.
I have been very happy with the results so I hope this helps some of you.
Give it a try & good luck
I reckon you will be amazed!
Feel free to call me if you need to,
Cheers
Dave Weatherhead
How’s this for an over-engineered repair? This broken firewall bracket wa s repaired by riveting a 1/4” thick reinforcing
plate to it. You used what you had... Andrew Brand.
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The Carbur-Aid – Part 1.
Sometimes, the more research you do on a subject, the more questions arise. This has certainly been
the case with the “Carbur-Aid” - it is an intriguing story and there remain a few “murky” aspects to it. A
product seemingly too good to be true, dubious marketing methods, and questionable sales tactics much of it made little commercial sense. Despite this, the saga continued for more than 18 months.
Many model T owners will have encountered
a Carbur-Aid. This photo shows the model
for Fords. They were available in various
sizes and configurations to suit Ford,
Hudson, Essex, Chevrolet, Rugby, Dodge,
Studebaker, Oldsmobile, Dort, Overland,
and Crossley cars. In fact advertising
claimed they were available to suit any
make of car.
Of the many accessories made for Model T
Fords, few were as inconspicuous once
installed as the Carbur-Aid. It was barely visible when fitted between the intake manifold and the carburetor. The device itself
is simple - a plate with a tapered aperture, adjacent to which is a chamber with a
ball acting as an air valve. The purported
benefits of this miracle device included
better mileage, increased power, easier
starting, cleaner spark plugs, reduced carbon build-up, and prolonged motor life.
The man behind the Carbur-Aid was Herbert
Wilson Robinson, of Sydney, who described
himself as an “advertising specialist”. He seems to have been quite the entrepreneur. In 1919 he registered a business called “The Vi-Derma Institute” and in 1920 advertised a free book “The Secret of a
Good Complexion”. By 1921 he was trading as “The Dominion Distributing Co.”, apparently selling
herbal medicinal tablets for which he trademarked the word “Herbaloids”. This trademark was used in advertising by “Associated Laboratories” who sold potions and medical aids to cure anything and everything. Suspiciously, Dominion and Associated Laboratories were located at the same address. Besides this apparent quackery, Herbert was also the inventor and patent holder of the Carbur-Aid. This device was variously described as a petrol saver, fuel atomizer, carbon remover, benzine saver, or
petrol economiser. The Australian patent application was lodged on 29 th June 1925 and accepted almost a year later, on 23 rd June 1926. (See patent application at end of article). Dun’s Gazette
listed the company registration in the 3rd August 1925 issue: “CARBUR-AID COMPANY, THE. 537
George-st., automobile accessory distributors—Com. 25.7.25. Propt. Herbert W. Robinson. Regd.
21.7.25.”
To promote his invention, Herbert embarked on a publicity drive which lasted from mid-1925 to early
1927. The earliest ad found so far was in Smith’s Weekly on 25th July 1925. (see next page). There
were regular display ads, sometimes full page, spread across a range of newspapers and magazines.
Often these included enthusiastic testimonials from satisfied customers and phrases such as “results
guaranteed”, “free trial”, “positive proof”, “act now”, and “try one at my risk”. He also ensured articles
praising the device were published in newspapers, and established a broad network of agents.
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The earliest ad, from
Smith’s Weekly on 25th
July 1925 (see left),
included a proposition
for prospective agents.
Distributors for New
South Wales included
City Motor Garage and
Engineering
Co.,
(Grafton),
Poulton’s
Motors
(Cessnock),
Tompson and Smith
(Lachlan Shire), Tim
Watters (Wyalong), J.
T. Berryman (Uralla),
Armidale
Motors,
Ziems
and
Jones
(Kiama), and Esmond’s
Garage (Queanbeyan).
If mentioned, the price
was 25 shillings, or 30
shillings fitted.

In December 1925
Armidale Motors began
running ads stating
that they had “been
appointed Sole Agents
for the District for
Car-Bur Aids, the
wonderful petrol saver.”
They continued to run
the same ad 2 or 3
times per month until
December 1926.
Herbert advertised in
Victorian newspapers,
however the coupons
directed customers to
the Sydney address. In
early
1926
“Motor
Owners Ltd”, in Little
Collins Street Melbourne,
advertised as the local
agents. It was a similar
story in Queensland,
South Australia, Western
Australia, and Tasmania
- with ads run by head
office in Sydney before
the local agents began
publishing their own.
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Herbert’s ads often continued after local agents had been appointed. His agents in South Australia
included S. W. Hewish (Southwark), Lewis (Kooringa) and Ted Allwood (Gawler), Western Australia
had A. Sheppard (Arrino), and Tasmania W. L. Clarke (Hobart).
The way the Queensland agency came about seems to have
played out very rapidly. The note below was included in a display
ad in The Brisbane Courier, 2 nd November 1925. In the same
paper two days later another ad (right) announced Elphinstones as
the agents. The description of Carbur-aid below was published in
the Brisbane Courier
on 11th November
1925 - just over a week
after the appointment
of Elphinstones. Later,
ads were placed by
Cribb
&
Foote
(Ipswich), and Eric
France (Toowoomba).

By late 1925 The
Carbur-aid Co. had
pervaded Australia.
Not long after, a
presence was also
established in New
Zealand. The earliest
mention found was
13th March 1926,
when The Carbur-aid
Co. (N. Z.) published
a positions vacant
ad for a salesman.
Their Carbur-aid ads
followed soon after,
and used the same
graphics as those in
Australia, with some
of the text changed
to locally relevant
content. The phrase
“a necessity, not an
accessory” was often
included, and the
contact details were
“J. R. McDonald,
Controller,
The
Carbur-Aid Co. (N. Z.),
King’s
Chambers,
Wellington
Street,
Wellington”.
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Left: An early article from Smith’s Weekly, 15 th
August 1925.

The following text is from an article titled “Petrol
Economiser” in “The Truth”, 30th August, 1925:
"Many carburettors use about half the fue l
efficiently. Only fifty per cent explodes, and the other half burns. Thus only half-power is obtained,
while much carbon is deposited on the cylinders.
What is required is a quick, hard-hitting explosion,
derived from correct vaporisation and complete
combustion.
The new carbur-aid invention fits between the
carburettor and intake manifold in the simplest
manner. In appearance it resembles an elbow joint
of half-inch brass piping, and is held in position by
two small bolts.
Around the inside of the carbur-aid is a bevelled
buffer, the purpose of which is to arrest the heavy
particles of petrol that cling to the manifold, the heavy
drops being drawn forcibly against it and immediately
shattered. Thus the buffer, with the incoming air,
converts every particle of petrol into fine vapor,
which explodes forcibly, giving off tremendous power.
In a car fitted with this attachment the needle valve
can be reduced from one-fourth to a half, with the same power result as before, and making a huge
saving in petrol.
The local distributors claim that carbur-aid increases power, saves petrol, ends carbon troubles, gives
a quick 'pick-up,' keeps sparking plugs clean, and ensures easy starting in cold weather."
As time went by, the claimed mileage figures became more and more fantastic – 30 mpg, 32 mpg, 40
mpg, 58 mpg. Ads proclaimed fuel savings of between 15 and 50 per cent. A January 1926 ad stated
that 6420 units had been sold “in the last few months”. Soon it was reported that 15,000
Carbur-Aids had been sold by July 1926. In August 1926 Herbert claimed to have sold nearly
17,000 units in the previous 9 months. By January 1927 the figure was 35,000 sales in the previous
10 months. Of course these figures would have been impossible to verify and are likely inflated.
The following pages show an ad from “The Sun” (Sydney) on 1 st November 1925, and the patent
application documents.
More to come in the next edition of Model T Torque.
Andrew Brand
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NOMINATION FORM CLUB PERSON/S OF THE YEAR 2020
I, _________________________________________________ being a member of the
Model T Ford Club of Victoria Inc. do hereby nominate,
_________________________________________________as Club Person of the Year 2019/20.

Signed: _______________________________________ Date: _______________________

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………

NOMINATION FORM FOR OFFICE BEARERS 2020-2021
The Secretary
The Model T Ford Club of Victoria Inc.
PO Box 383, CHADSTONE CENTRE PO, VIC-3148

I wish to nominate ____________________________________________________
for the position of _________________________________________________ on the Committee of
Management of the Model T Ford Club of Victoria Inc.
Signed: _______________________________________ Date: _______________________
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………….
FORM FOR APPOINTMENT OF PROXY
I ________________________________________of ______________________________
___________________________being a member of The Model T Ford Club of Victoria Inc. hereby
appoint ____________________________________ of________________________
_______________________being a member of the Incorporated Association, as my proxy to vote for me
on my behalf at the Annual General Meeting to be held on Friday 10th July 2020 and at any adjournment of
that meeting.
Signed : ______________________________ The ________ day of _____________ 2020.
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REMINDER FOR UP COMING REGISTRATIONS THAT
ARE DUE.
Hello there to all our club members,
Your committee felt that a reminder for people (especially those with multiple cars/
bikes to keep a track of) of their upcoming registration due on their vehicles would
be a good idea. Thus far it has jogged the memories or RTA checking of a few
members, so is proving worthwhile. If you no longer own or have the listed vehicle
on red plates can you please ring the secretary and let her know. This list has been
compiled from our current registration register.
MAY 2020
Lloyd Davis 6062
Ian Northey 3894
Stephen Weatherhead 5470 and 07627H
JUNE 2020
Greg Angelo 1820
Paul Daley 7637 & 6875
Mickie Turner 6243
Noel Huitt 5108
Barry Reddick 36374
Graeme Wagland 5099
David Weatherhead 258BH & 41328H

JULY 2020
Neil Bagot 5183
Paul Daley 752 & 988
Malc Moors
1506
Linda Phillips 34052H
Dean Walker 7373
Bill Wallace 5922 & 934GH
Jason Wilson 6516
Geoff White 457

Thanks everyone
Jo Baulch
Secretary ( Phone: 03 5342 4837 or 0427 424 837)

USE OF CLUB PERMIT VEHICLES
The only reasons Victorians should be leaving their home are for: obtaining food and supplies, medical care and care giving, exercise, and work
or education.
While you can continue to use your club permit vehicle, its use must only be in connection with one of the above activities (as well as being in
accordance with the usual rules for use of club permit vehicles).
Victoria Police have powers to enforce social distancing laws and can
issue fines of up to $1,652 for individuals who don’t comply.
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****Our Valued Sponsors****.
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YOUR COMMITTEE
FOR 2019/2020
President:
David Weatherhead (Cheryl)
Email: president@mtfcv.com

( H) 03 5941 2035

Vice President:
Geof Baulch
Email: vicepresident@mtfcv.com

(H) 03 5342 4837

Secretary/ Public Officer:
Jo Baulch (Geof)
Email: secretary@mtfcv.com

(H) 03 5342 4837

Treasurer:
Rhonda Huitt (Noel)
Email: treasurer@mtfcv.com
Committee Members:
Steve Brown (Veronica)
Dean Williams (Anne)
Geoff Brooke (Heather)
Graham Hadden (Maree)

0429 855 963

0457 436 077
0413 462 224
0429 601 113
0408 002 073

Club Permit Renewals:
Chris Dillon, David Weatherhead, Ray Smith, Brian Smith,
Jo Baulch.
Technical Advisors:
David Weatherhead (Cheryl)
Chris Dillon (Fiona)
Ray Smith (Sandy)
Brian Smith (Helen)
Newsletter Editor:
Paul Grady
Email: ttorquenews@hotmail.com

(H) 03 5941 2035
0407 179 577
(H) 03 5484 3152
0401 802 264
0419 106 632

Webmaster: Andrew Brand (Felicity)
Email: webmaster@mtfcv.com

03 9876 7295

Club Librarian: Brian Smith (Helen)

0401 802 264

Club Delegates:
to Federation of V.V. & C. Clubs:
Geof Baulch (Jo)
to AOMC:
Bernie McKeegan (Jill)

(H) 03 5342 4837
0418 543 939

MTFCV Annual Subs (Due every July): $45.00 emailed only
or $55 if you require a hard copy of the magazine as well.
Postal address: P.O. Box 383, Chadstone Centre, Vic 3148.
BSB number 083-004 Account Number 03-923-0022

INFORMATION
The Model “T” Ford Club of Victoria (MTFCV) was formed in 1980 and is aimed at encouraging and promoting Model “T” Fords; to help
in the restoration of Model T’s and to create a register of Model T owners.

Meetings are usually held on the second Friday of the month at the club rooms at the Ashburton Community Library , 154 High Street
Ashburton corner of High Street and Munro Ave (Melway ref 60 C9) and an outing is usually held on the Sunday following the monthly
meeting.
Opinions expressed in articles appearing in this publication should not be taken as necessarily representing the official view of the club.
No responsibility whatever can be accepted in respect of the conclusions or terms expressed therein. In no event will the club, or
authors of articles in this publication be liable for direct, indirect, credential or consequential damages resulting from any reliance placed
on this material by any real or legal person or persons. - The Model “T” Ford Club of Victoria Inc.
Copyright provisions prevail, however the magazine may be used in whole or part provided credit and acknowledgment is made to the
source of the material (The Model “T” Ford Club of Victoria Inc.).
Chapter Member of the Model T Ford Club of America P.O. Box 996, Richmond, IN 47375-0996, USA. (Home Page www.mtfca.com)
and the Model T Ford Club International P.O. Box 355, Hudson, NC, 28638-0355, USA., (Home Page www.modelt.org). Both clubs
produce excellent magazines (Vintage Ford, Model T Times) and we encourage membership of both organisations.
Contact the MTFCV Committee for information.

